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Geometry

Module 2: Establishing Congruence
TOPIC 2: JUSTIFYING LINE AND
ANGLE RELATIONSHIPS

Where have we been?

This topic moves from the conjectures made

investigated lines, angles, triangles, and

in the previous topic to formal proof. The

quadrilaterals. They used informal arguments

development of proof-writing is slow and

to establish facts about the angle sum and

deliberate. In preparation for writing proofs

exterior angles of triangles, as well as the

independently, students engage with proofs

angles created when parallel lines are cut by

on several levels: reading and analyzing

a transversal. In the previous topic, students

completed proofs, ﬁnishing proofs that have

explored and conjectured about each of the

been partially completed, supplying the

concepts that they prove in this topic.

In elementary and middle school, students

reasons for given statements, and mirroring
a two-column proof from a given ﬂow-chart

Where are we going?

proof. Students have the opportunity to

As the theorems proven in this topic are used

experience proofs before having to write

to prove other theorems in future topics,

them entirely on their own.

students are building a system of geometric
relationships and seeing how these geometric
ideas are connected. Seeing a system of
relationships allows students to reason and
generalize beyond the speciﬁcity of any given
ﬁgure and prepares them to solve more
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complicated problems.

Analyzing Proofs
Proofs are at the heart of geometric reasoning. They are arguments which connect what you
know to what you want to show. Diagrams are often essential when creating proofs.
In this topic, you will see a proof that a point equidistant from two other points must lie on their
perpendicular bisector.
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Points Q and R are

Draw ¯
QR to form isosceles

equidistant from point P.

triangle PQR.
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Draw the midpoint of ¯
QR, point M.
PM.
Then draw ¯

Triangles PQM and PRM are congruent by SSS. And /PMQ and /PMR are a congruent linear pair
QR.
that each measure 90°. So, point P lies on the perpendicular bisector of ¯
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Elementary, My Dear Watson
One of the most famous literary detectives is Sherlock Holmes. Created by
author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Sherlock Holmes ﬁrst appeared in print in
1887 in the novel A Study in Scarlet. The character has gone on to appear in
four novels, 56 short stories, and over 200 ﬁlms. The Guinness Book of World
Records has listed Holmes as the most portrayed movie character, with more
than 70 diﬀerent actors playing the part.
Holmes is most famous for his keen powers of observation and logical
reasoning, which always helped him solve the case. In many literary and ﬁlm
adaptations, Holmes is known to remark, “Elementary, my dear Watson,” after
explaining to his assistant how he solved the mystery. However, this well-known phrase doesn’t
actually appear in any of the stories written by Doyle.

Talking Points

Key Terms

It can be helpful to know geometric theorems

Here is an example of a sample question:
In the ﬁgure shown,

B
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∠BED and ∠BCD

Hypotenuse-Angle Congruence Theorem
The Hypotenuse-Angle Congruence Theorem
states that if the hypotenuse and an acute
angle of a right triangle are congruent to the
hypotenuse and an acute angle of another right

are inscribed in
circle A. What is the
relationship between

A
E

D

∠BED and ∠BCD?
To solve this problem, you need to know
the Inscribed Angle Theorem. Both of the
inscribed angles are half the measure of the
central angle, ∠BAD, because they intercept
⏜
the same arc, BD. Since they are both half the
measure of the same angle, the two inscribed
angles must be congruent.
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triangle, then the triangles are congruent.
Angle-Angle-Side Congruence Theorem
The Angle-Angle-Side Congruence Theorem
states that if two angles and the non-included
side of one triangle are congruent to two
angles and the non-included side of another
triangle, then the triangles are congruent.
Inscribed Angle Theorem
The Inscribed Angle Theorem states that
the measure of an inscribed angle is half the
measure of its intercepted arc.
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auxiliary line
An auxiliary line is a line that is drawn to help
complete a geometric proof.

for college admissions tests.

